INTRODUCTION
============

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small (\~22 nucleotides) noncoding RNAs that regulate more than half of the genes in human cells.[@B1] By complementary binding into the 3\'-untranslated region (3\'-UTR) of mRNAs, they suppress translation and induce degradation of mRNAs. Because of their broad targeting range, miRNAs are expected to be involved in most cellular processes. Accordingly, dysregulation of the expression of miRNAs results in diverse disease states.[@B2]

Analysis of miRNA levels in human plasma and serum showed that extracellular miRNAs are unexpectedly stable in body fluids.[@B3] Moreover, many studies showed that the miRNA profile is altered in the blood of patients compared with that of healthy persons. These discoveries have attracted much interest in utilizing the level of extracellular miRNAs as a novel biomarker in diverse diseases.

In this review, I summarize recent studies about extracellular miRNAs that have been analyzed as disease markers. I briefly introduce in chronological order the important discoveries that led to the establishment of the miRNAs as novel biomarkers. I also discuss the possible origin of extracellular miRNAs and the reliability of miRNAs as biomarkers. Finally, I make several suggestions for experimental processes to identify miRNA biomarkers with higher consistency. Because of the many such studies, reports of specific miRNAs for disease markers are not dealt with thoroughly in this review. I recommend that researchers who want to identify novel biomarkers or who want to search the identified markers for a specific disease search the databases in which the published miRNA markers for diverse diseases are collected, with links to their corresponding published studies.[@B4] Note that although diverse terms are used to define miRNA in the extracellular space, including extracellular miRNA, vesicular miRNA, exosomal miRNA, and circulating miRNA, I will use the term extracellular miRNA to represent all miRNAs detected outside cells.

IMPORTANT DISCOVERIES THAT LED TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EXTRACELLULAR MIRNAS AS BIOMARKERS
=========================================================================================

After the discovery of the first miRNA in *Caenorhabditis elegans* in 1993, it took 7 years to encounter the second miRNA, also in *C. elegans* ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).[@B5][@B6][@B7] Until that time, these tiny RNAs were regarded as molecules specific to lower organisms. The importance of miRNA as a regulatory molecule was first implied by the discovery that the second miRNA identified, let-7, is conserved throughout bilateral animals.[@B8] The identification of dozens of miRNAs from worm, fly, and human suggested that miRNAs indeed constitute a large group of previously unknown regulatory molecules.[@B9][@B10][@B11] The function of miRNAs began to be discovered, and it was soon reported that miRNAs are highly related to human diseases, such as chronic myeloid leukemia (CLL).[@B12] Numerous studies to analyze the involvement of miRNAs in human disease were triggered by the development of the microarray platform, which made the global profiling of miRNA possible.[@B13] Strikingly, the classification of cancer phenotypes was more successful when the expression profile of miRNA rather than that of mRNA was used.[@B13] The availability of profiling based on microarray, and subsequently next generation sequencing, established a foundation for those studies to discover miRNA biomarkers for the classification and diagnosis of disease ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Although the analysis of the miRNA profile in human tissues showed the great potential of miRNA as a disease marker, a less invasive method would make this analysis more practical. In this regard, the identification of miRNAs in body fluids drew much attention. Extracellular miRNAs were first discovered in cell culture medium.[@B14] Interestingly, encapsulated inside exosomes, the extracellular miRNAs secreted from donor cells could be transferred into other recipient cells. The existence of extracellular miRNAs in the body fluids of humans was soon reported in several studies.[@B15][@B16][@B17][@B18] An important discovery was that the miRNA profiles in the body fluids of diseased persons were considerably different from the profiles in healthy persons.Moreover, the miRNAs in body fluids remained stable in diverse severe conditions such as boiling, very low or high pH, repetitive freezing-thawing, and storage at room temperature for a long time.[@B15][@B18] These studies raised the possibility that miRNAs from body fluids could be used to diagnose human diseases. After these discoveries, hundreds of research studies were conducted to find extracellular miRNAs that could be used as diagnostic or prognostic markers for specific diseases ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). It is much easier to profile the global level of miRNAs rather than that of proteins or metabolites because of the high sensitivity and throughput of transcriptome profiling techniques. Furthermore, thousands of miRNAs with tissue- and disease-specific expression patterns exist in humans. For these reasons, a large amount of information can be obtained within a relatively short time when miRNAs are used as biomarkers.

In addition to these kinds of research, recent studies suggested that extracellular miRNAs may be used as active signaling molecules. It was reported that some miRNAs released from donor cells exert regulatory effects on the mRNAs in recipient cells, functioning as endocrine signals.[@B19] Unexpectedly, both precursor miRNAs (pre-miRNAs) and the enzymes required for miRNA biogenesis were observed in the extracellular exosomes, enabling the production of miRNAs inside the exosomes.[@B20] Moreover, those exosomes derived from the cells and sera of breast cancer patients could make normal cells become cancerous.[@B20] These studies and many other reports support the hypothesis that miRNA can function as a previously unidentified hormone transferring signals between distant cells.[@B21]

ORIGIN OF EXTRACELLULAR MIRNAS
==============================

One simple explanation for the origin of extracellular miRNAs is that the death of cells as a consequence of disease or other necrotic events results in the passive release of miRNAs in the cytoplasm, and that the released miRNAs are detected in the blood. Although this kind of miRNA release is feasible, it is likely that a regulatory pathway is also involved in the cellular release of miRNAs.

Initial study found that the miRNA profile inside cells differs from the miRNA profile in the culture media, which suggests the existence of a selective pathway for the release of miRNAs.[@B14] miRNAs are found in multivesicular bodies (MVBs), the cellular structure containing vesicles that are released into the extracellular space as exosomes ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).[@B22] Later, it was shown that neutral sphingomyelinase 2 (nSMase2) is involved in the secretion of miRNA-containing exosomes into the extracellular space.[@B23] The secretion of exosomes is triggered by ceramides, whose synthesis is regulated by nSMase2. Also, heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A2B1 (hnRNPA2B1) was identified to recognize specific sequence motifs in a subset of miRNAs and to regulate their sorting into exosomes.[@B24] Although these studies identified the factors involved in the release of cellular miRNAs into the extracellular space, we still do not understand the detailed mechanism governing this process. The elucidation of the mechanism by which miRNAs are selected to be released from donor cells, how those specific groups of miRNAs are embedded inside the exosomes, and when the release of miRNAs is triggered would be helpful for studies attempting to use extracellular miRNAs as biomarkers in diseases.

Extracellular miRNAs have been discovered in diverse macromolecules in the blood and other body fluids ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Because of their small size, miRNAs can be incorporated into some proteins and protected from nuclease attack. Ago protein is the most prevalent such protein, because normal biogenesis results in the incorporation of miRNA into the Ago protein. The majority of extracellular miRNAs cofractionate with Ago2 protein complexes, whereas only a small portion of miRNAs are encapsulated in the extracellular vesicles or exosomes in the human plasma.[@B25][@B26] In the bloodstream, various extracellular vesicles or exosomes circulate throughout the body. The extracellular vesicles are made by direct budding of the cellular membrane, whereas the exosomes are released from the cells as a result of the fusion of MVBs into the plasma membrane.[@B27] Early studies identified diverse miRNAs in these extracellular structures ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).[@B28][@B29] In addition, many following studies determined the level of those miRNAs and showed that the miRNA level could be used to predict whether a person has a disease or not.[@B3]

Another interesting discovery was that extracellular miRNAs are embedded in high-density lipoprotein (HDL).[@B30] The expression profile of miRNAs in HDL showed that the miRNA population clearly differs between samples from healthy persons and samples from persons with atherosclerosis. Moreover, the nSMase2-dependent pathway was noted to be involved in the release of miRNA-containing HDL from the cells.[@B30] More studies are required to determine whether the alteration of the miRNA level in HDL is linked to disease progression.

In a recent study, it was shown that vesicle-embedded miRNAs injected into the mouse bloodstream could be distributed into diverse tissues and suppress target mRNAs in recipient cells.[@B31] Moreover, direct in vivo evidence of RNA exchange between cells through exosomes was presented in living mice.[@B32] These studies confirmed that miRNAs actually circulate throughout the body fluids and function in targeted cells.

Compared with the mechanism of the release of miRNA-containing macromolecules, there are no reports regarding the mechanism of uptake. Although the receptor for the miRNA-containing exosomes or miRNA-Ago2 complexes has not been identified, it is possible that the specific uptake by target cells might be determined by the presence of a cell surface receptor for those macromolecules. It is also plausible that the specificity is determined by the existence of target mRNAs in the recipient cells, because only the mRNAs containing miRNA-binding sites would be influenced. More research is required to elucidate the mechanism of both cellular release and uptake of miRNAs.

Although most studies to identify miRNA biomarkers use blood, plasma, or serum, miRNAs are observed in most body fluids ([Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).[@B4][@B33] Because different miRNAs are profiled from each body fluid, researchers should select the proper fluid sample for their purpose. Widespread distribution of miRNAs in the body fluids suggests that miRNA biomarkers could be applicable for diverse diseases.

THE ADVANTAGES OF MIRNAS AS BIOMARKERS
======================================

Compared to currently used biomarkers, which are generally based on the levels of specific proteins in the blood, a novel biomarker based on miRNA levels has several merits. One of the strongest points is that the global miRNA level can be measured rapidly and accurately. Current sequencing technology enables the analysis of billions of sequences in a single run with very high precision.[@B34] The entire miRNA population, which is composed of thousands of different sequences in humans, can be rapidly measured owing to high-throughput sequencing technology.[@B35] Because diverse miRNAs are expressed differentially in different tissues and cellular states, the combination of miRNA levels would provide a wealth of information. An early study designed to classify the origin of cancer tissues on the basis of the miRNA level showed that the combination of only 48 miRNAs was enough to reach near perfect accuracy in the classification of most cancer tissues.[@B36] Although a similar study has not been systematically performed using miRNA levels in body fluids, it is worth trying a similar approach with the combination of thousands of miRNAs in the body fluids.

For a new biomarker to be utilized, it is essential to have a reagent or a method that can be used to measure the level of the marker with high specificity. Compared with the technique used to detect nucleic acids, it is more laborious and time-consuming to develop a specific antibody or other kind of detection agent against a protein-based marker. On the other hand, with the help of the robust polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and sequencing technologies, there is nearly no need to develop a new agent for the detection of novel RNA molecules.

Although various biomolecules containing useful information for a disease state may exist in a sample, they would be less reliable if the amount of starting material is too small and the quantity of the molecules cannot be measured. In this sense, nucleic acid-based measurement has strong merit because of the availability of amplification. Compared with the measurement of protein or other kinds of molecules, for which no amplification method is applicable, PCR-based amplification enables the measurement of very low amounts of miRNAs in a small volume of body fluids.

Finally, the high stability of miRNAs in the body fluids makes miRNA a good candidate for a biomarker. As discussed above, miRNAs in the blood are protected from nuclease-mediated cleavage. Other typical longer RNAs such as messenger RNAs are too long to be protected inside protein complexes or small vesicles. In summary, the diversity and stability of miRNAs in combination with technical availabilities establish miRNAs as novel and promising biomarkers for the diagnosis of human diseases.

CHALLENGES IN USING EXTRACELLULAR MIRNAS AS BIOMARKERS
======================================================

Although many new miRNAs that can be used as disease markers have been identified in body fluids, more studies are needed before miRNAs can be used as reliable biomarkers. One of the most critical problems in utilizing miRNAs as disease markers is the lack of consistency between reports. That is, different and nonoverlapping sets of miRNAs have been reported as biomarkers for the same disease. In a study that collected data from several reports in which the miRNA level was measured in plasma and serum to identify breast cancer-specific markers, there were no overlapping miRNAs among all the previously published papers.[@B37] Although the exact reason for this discrepancy was not scrutinized, a major reason may be methodological differences in the experimental processes.[@B38] To enable the discovery of more useful miRNA biomarkers of diseases and to increase their consistency, several methodological aspects should be considered.

First, although body fluids contain diverse macromolecules of different composition, subpopulation-specific RNA preparation is not considered carefully. In a previous study, for example, it was shown that miRNA profiles differ considerably between serum and plasma.[@B39] The suspected reason for this difference was that the miRNAs were released from blood cells into serum during coagulation. Also, different sets of miRNAs are observed in different populations of extracellular vesicles and exosomes. For example, it was shown that different molecules were profiled between exosomes that were morphologically similar but that differed in surface antigens.[@B40] Extracellular vesicles of different sizes also have different contents. For example, one kind of exosome called an oncosome is larger than typical exosomes and is similar in size to platelets.[@B41] It was reported that a specific group of miRNAs enriched in the oncosome enhanced the cancer phenotype. In addition, miRNAs are also embedded inside different protein complexes. Because of these diversities, the miRNA profile can be influenced by the choice of subpopulation in the body fluids.

Second, because the amount of miRNAs inside the body fluids is small, the profiling of miRNAs is greatly affected by minute perturbations of experimental processes. For example, we showed that miRNA profiles differed considerably when the initial amounts of total RNA differed, even though the same RNA was used for miRNA extraction.[@B42] This is because miRNAs are small in size and their secondary structures are strikingly different, resulting in different degrees of precipitation during RNA extraction. Because it is not easy to standardize the initial amounts of RNA among fluid samples, miRNAs could be extracted with different efficiency from different body fluid samples.

Third, there is still no proper control for the normalization of the miRNA level in the body fluids. The control RNAs generally used for measurement of the cellular miRNA level, which include U6 small nuclear RNA (snRNA) and 5S ribosomal RNA (rRNA), do not give consistent results when used for extracellular miRNA control.[@B15] Moreover, there is no known miRNA with a consistent expression level among the diverse body fluids. This problem makes the quantitation of the miRNA level and the comparison of miRNA levels between published data difficult.

SUGGESTIONS FOR INCREASING THE RELIABILITY OF MIRNAS AS BIOMARKERS
==================================================================

To overcome the aspects described above, diverse factors should be considered during the preparation of samples and the analysis of results. Standardized sampling and processing protocols are required, including sample preparation methods, RNA extraction methods, and profiling platforms. In addition, one should make comparisons only between published data derived from experiments conducted with the use of the same protocol. Also, detailed protocols for complete processes should be described in the text for later comparison by other researchers.

Because a small amount of cell debris contains a large quantity of RNA molecules, it is necessary to ensure that the samples are not contaminated by blood cells during RNA extraction process.[@B43] Excessive mechanical force should be avoided during the removal of cells from the blood. Even after excluding the possibility of blood cell contamination, one should be cautious when the identified biomarker is one of the well-known blood cell-enriched miRNAs. The suspicious miRNAs originating from blood cells include miR-150 from lymphoid blood cells; let-7a, miR-197, miR-223, and miR-574-3p from myeloid blood cells; and miR-16, miR-92a, miR-451, and miR-486-5p from red blood cells.[@B43] It is better to exclude these miRNAs.

During RNA preparation from blood samples, diverse chemicals are used to prevent coagulation. These anticoagulants include EDTA, heparin, and citrate. Differences in the use of anticoagulants may result in different miRNA profiles. Of the anticoagulants, EDTA has a minimal effect on the miRNA profile during the sample preparation step.[@B38] On the other hand, heparin and citrate inhibit the PCR, which is the inevitable step for amplifying the small amount of miRNAs in body fluid samples.

Because the plasma or serum contains diverse sets of macromolecules, results will be more reliable if researchers measure the expression level of miRNAs in a specific subpopulation. Possible choices of macromolecules include exosomes, extracellular vesicles, HDL, and Ago protein. The main drawback in purifying a subpopulation is that the experimental process is somewhat laborious and time-consuming. To circumvent this problem, diverse commercial fractionation kits used to enrich a specific subpopulation in the blood are available. However, controversy exists over whether the data produced from those kits are more reliable than the data obtained by the traditional ultracentrifuge-based method.[@B44] More studies and technical advances are required to make the purification of a subpopulation easier. It would also be better if one could purify the extracellular vesicles or exosomes originating from a specific tissue, namely, a diseased tissue. It is plausible that proteins or lipids in the membrane of the vesicle may vary among those vesicles originating from different types of cells, although more studies are required to determine whether this kind of approach is feasible.

Caution is also needed when the discovered biomarker is known to be expressed ubiquitously. Some miRNAs were repeatedly observed to be increased or decreased in the blood of patients with different types of diseases. For example, the level of extracellular miR-21 is known to increase in many diseases, including diverse cancer types, hepatitis, multiple sclerosis, myocardial infarction, and lupus.[@B45] Other representative miRNAs with expression changes in diverse diseases include miR-16, miR-126, miR-146a, miR-155, and miR-223. In the case of miRNAs included in this list, the expression change of a single miRNA would not be enough for disease classification. Instead, the combination of expression changes based on multiple miRNAs would be more reliable as a biomarker.

Because of the lack of proper endogenous control for normalization, it is recommended to add spike-in RNAs, the RNA molecules used to normalize measurements, into the same amount of body fluid samples right after the RNasedenaturation step. There is no known endogenous RNA type with a similar size of miRNAs. Several RNAs used for normalization such as U6 snRNA or 5S rRNA are much more susceptible to degradation than are miRNAs. Representative spike-in RNA is the synthetic miRNA with the sequence from organisms other than human. Examples of such spike-in RNAs, which are commercially available, include miR-39, miR-67, and miR-239b in *C. elegans*.

The body fluids may contain not only the miRNAs that are altered by disease states, but also other miRNAs that are secreted from diverse cells for the purpose of endocrine signals. As a result, it might be difficult to distinguish the disease-specific miRNA biomarkers from other molecules. In this case, the identification of miRNAs that are not detected in the body fluids under normal conditions, but are detected only in a specific disease state, could be a good strategy.

FUTURE IMPLICATIONS
===================

Since the discovery of miRNAs in body fluids, many efforts have been made to find reliable biomarkers for diverse diseases on the basis of the miRNA level. Despite many new discoveries about extracellular miRNAs, however, more research is needed to increase the reliability of miRNAs as promising disease markers. Because the experimental method for measuring the amount of miRNAs in the body fluids is still not optimized, more technical advances are needed. Moreover, many gaps still remain in our understanding about the physiological role of extracellular miRNAs and the mechanism of cellular release and uptake of miRNA-containing molecules. With the complementation of experimental techniques and the increase in our knowledge about extracellular miRNAs, the use of miRNAs as noninvasive biomarkers will become an invaluable tool.
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![Numbers of papers published each year about miRNA, miRNA biomarkers, and extracellular miRNA biomarkers, respectively. Only research papers were counted in PubMed. To count the papers about miRNA (solid line), papers containing the term \"microRNA\" or \"microRNAs\" in the title or abstract were searched. For papers about miRNA as a biomarker (gray bar), papers containing the term \"biomarker\" or \"biomarkers\" in the title or abstract were counted among the miRNA papers. For the papers about miRNA as an extracellular biomarker (black bar), papers were counted that additionally contained the term \"blood-based\", \"extracellular\", \"exosome\", \"exosomes\", \"plasma\", or \"serum\" among the papers about miRNA biomarkers.](cmj-51-51-g002){#F2}

![Origin and distribution of extracellular miRNAs. (A) Release of miRNAs into the extracellular space. After the production of mature miRNAs, some portion of miRNAs might be incorporated into the multivesicular body and released into the extracellular space through exosomes. Another portion of miRNAs might be released directly through budding vesicles. (B) Circulating miRNAs in the blood vessels. The miRNAs, incorporated in the proteins such as Ago2, could circulate through the blood. It was also found that miRNAs exist in the extracellular vesicle, the exosome, and high-density lipoprotein (HDL). (C) miRNA-containing body fluids. Most of the body fluids were found to contain miRNAs.](cmj-51-51-g003){#F3}
